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Come back to Thunder Point! From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Virgin River series, book 7 in her
beloved Thunder Point novels, where second chances can be complicated, but finding love might be simple… Grace
Dillon was a champion figure skater until she moved to Thunder Point, Oregon, to escape the ruthless world of fame and
competition. Though she’s proud of the quiet, self-sufficient life she’s created running a successful flower shop, she
knows something is missing. Her life could use a little excitement. In a community where there are few eligible singles,
high school teacher Troy Headly appoints himself Grace’s fun coach. When he suggests a little companionship with no
strings attached, Grace is eager to take him up on his offer, and the two enjoy…getting to know each other. But things get
complicated when Grace’s past catches up with her, and she knows that’s not what Troy signed up for. Faced with
losing her, Troy realizes Grace is more than just a friend with benefits. He’s determined to help her fight for the life she
always wished for but never believed she could have—and maybe they can find real love along the way. First published in
2015
Rediscover this classic romance by Robyn Carr, New York Times bestselling author of the Virgin River series. Mike
Cavanaugh is a firefighter: he rescues people. Inviting them home isn’t usually part of the job description. But when he
pulls Christine Palmer out of her burning house, something about the gutsy single mom makes him want to protect her, to
make her life a little better. Only somehow Chris and her family end up giving Mike’s life new meaning, and he is happier
than he’s been in years. He’s ready to love again. Chris wants to get back on her own two feet—sooner rather than later.
When she no longer needs Mike’s support, will she be ready to risk her heart with him? Originally published in 1989
Come back to Thunder Point with an emotional, uplifting story in book 5 of the beloved series by #1 New York Times
bestselling author Robyn Carr. Scott Grant has a bustling family practice in the small Oregon community of Thunder
Point. The town and its people have embraced the widowed doctor and father of two, his children are thriving, and Scott
knows it’s time to move on from his loss. But as the town’s only doctor, the dating pool is limited. That is, until a
stunning physician’s assistant applies for a job at his clinic. Peyton Lacoumette considers herself entirely out of the
dating scene. She’s already been burned by a man with kids, and she’s come to Thunder Point determined not to
repeat past mistakes. When Scott offers her a job, at a much lower salary than she’s used to, Peyton is surprisingly
eager to accept…at least for now. She’s willing to stay for a three-month trial period while she explores other options.
Scott and Peyton know the arrangement is temporary—it isn’t enough time to build a real relationship, never mind
anything with lasting commitment. But love can blossom faster than you think when the timing is right, and this short visit
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just might hold the promise of forever. Originally published in 2014
Television industry journalist Michael Ausiello tells the story of his final year with his partner of thirteen years, Kit
Cowan--diagnosed with a rare and very aggressive form of neuroendocrine cancer--while revisiting the many memories
that preceded it, and describes how their undeniably powerful bond carried them through all manner of difficulties, with
humor always front and center of the relationship.
Soon to be a Netflix Original Series! Welcome back to Virgin River with the book that started it all… Wanted:
Midwife/nurse practitioner in Virgin River, population six hundred. Make a difference against a backdrop of towering
California redwoods and crystal clear rivers. Rent-free cabin included. When the recently widowed Melinda Monroe sees
this ad, she quickly decides that the remote mountain town of Virgin River might be the perfect place to escape her
heartache, and to reenergize the nursing career she loves. But her high hopes are dashed within an hour of arriving—the
cabin is a dump, the roads are treacherous and the local doctor wants nothing to do with her. Realizing she’s made a
huge mistake, Mel decides to leave town the following morning. But a tiny baby abandoned on a front porch changes her
plans…and former marine Jack Sheridan cements them into place.
Welcome back to Virgin River! Available in a box set, the first four stories in the acclaimed series from #1 New York
Times bestselling author Robyn Carr. Discover a remote mountain town that might be the perfect place to start fresh.
Now a Netflix Original Series. Virgin River Nurse practitioner Melinda Monroe comes to town to escape her heartache,
though nothing is what she expected. A tiny baby abandoned on a porch changes all her plans, and former marine Jack
Sheridan cements them into place. Shelter Mountain Paige Lassiter’s sudden, desperate arrival stirs up protective
instincts in John “Preacher” Middleton. She and her little boy clearly need help, and if there’s one thing Preacher has
learned, it’s that some things are worth fighting for. Whispering Rock When wounded former LAPD officer Mike
Valenzuela agrees to become the town’s first cop, he knows it’s time he settled down. He’s longing for commitment,
and hopes he can help the tough Brie Sheridan to lose her fears and trust again. A Virgin River Christmas Marcie
Sullivan has finally found Ian Buchanan, a man she owes a special debt to. Maybe in this season of wonder, Ian can look
into his painful past and open his heart to the uncertain future. Look for the complete Virgin River series by Robyn Carr!
Book # 1: Virgin River Book # 2: Shelter Mountain Book # 3: Whispering Rock Book # 4: A Virgin River Christmas Book #
5: Second Chance Pass Book # 6: Temptation Ridge Book # 7: Paradise Valley Book # 9: Forbidden Falls Book # 10:
Angel’s Peak Book # 11: Moonlight Road Book # 13: Promise Canyon Book # 14: Wild Man Creek Book # 15: Harvest
Moon Book # 16: Bring Me Home for Christmas Book # 17: Hidden Summit Book # 18: Redwood Bend Book # 19:
Sunrise Point Book # 20: My Kind of Christmas
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The highly anticipated sequel to #1 New York Times bestselling author Robyn Carr's What We Find transports readers
back to Sullivan's Crossing. The rustic campground at the crossroads of the Colorado and Continental Divide trails
welcomes everyone—whether you're looking for a relaxing weekend getaway or a whole new lease on life. It's a wonderful
place where good people face their challenges with humor, strength and love. For Sierra Jones, Sullivan's Crossing is
meant to be a brief stopover. She's put her troubled past behind her but the path forward isn't yet clear. A visit with her
big brother Cal and his new bride, Maggie, seems to be the best option to help her get back on her feet. Not wanting to
burden or depend on anyone, Sierra is surprised to find the Crossing offers so much more than a place to rest her head.
Cal and Maggie welcome her into their busy lives and she quickly finds herself bonding with Sully, the quirky campground
owner who is the father figure she's always wanted. But when her past catches up with her, it's a special man and an
adorable puppy who give her the strength to face the truth and fight for a brighter future. In Sullivan's Crossing Sierra
learns to cherish the family you are given and the family you choose.
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Virgin River series, Robyn Carr, rediscover the charming coastal
town of Thunder Point, where hard work and determination are all it takes to make dreams come true Blake Smiley
searched the country for just the right place to call home. The professional triathlete has traveled the world, but Thunder
Point has what he needs to put down the roots he’s never had. In the quiet town, he can focus on his training without
distractions. Until he meets his new neighbors and everything changes. Lin Su Simmons and her teenage son, Charlie,
are fixtures at Winnie Banks’s house as Lin Su nurses Winnie through the realities of ALS. A single mother, Lin Su is
proud of taking charge and never showing weakness. But she has her hands full coping with a job, debt and Charlie’s
health issues. And Charlie is asking questions about his family history—questions she doesn’t want to answer. When
Charlie enlists Blake’s help to escape his overprotective mother, Lin Su resents the interference in her life. But Blake is
certain he can break through her barriers and be the man she and Charlie need. When faced with a terrible situation,
Blake comes to the rescue, and Lin Su realizes he just might be the man of her dreams. Together, they recognize that
family is who you choose it to be. Previously published.
Rediscover this fan-favorite novel about three friends making their own second chances, by #1 New York Times bestselling author Robyn
Carr. Nikki survived a terrible marriage and a worse divorce, but now suddenly has custody of her kids again. Dixie is through with looking for
love when all she gets are expensive gifts and heartache. Carlisle is trying to move forward from a bad relationship that has destroyed his
trust. When Nikki, Dixie and Carlisle are offered the chance to join a new airline in Las Vegas, they don’t hesitate. With nothing to lose and
everything to gain, these three friends are starting over in search of their own blue skies. Originally published in 2004
Welcome to Thunder Point! Discover the warmth and humor of this fan-favorite series from New York Times bestselling author Robyn Carr, in
a box set containing the first three stories. A small town on the Oregon coast is home to kind people who are ready to open their arms to
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newcomers, and their hearts to love. The Wanderer When Thunder Point newcomer Hank Cooper learns he’s been left an old friend’s entire
beachfront property, he finds himself with a community’s destiny in his hands. With the whole town watching for his next move, Cooper has
to choose between his old life and a place full of new possibilities. A place that just might be home. The Newcomer Single dad and Thunder
Point’s deputy sheriff “Mac” McCain has worked hard to keep his town safe and his daughter happy. Now he’s found his own happiness
with Gina James. But when Mac’s long-lost ex-wife shows up in town, drama takes on a whole new meaning. Mac and Gina know they’re
meant to be together, but can their newfound love withstand the pressure? The Hero In a moment of desperation, Devon McAllister takes her
daughter and escapes to Thunder Point, a place she hopes to be invisible, a place she’s pretty certain can’t be worse than what they’ve left
behind. But as the widowed father of a vulnerable young boy, Spencer Lawson knows something about needing friendship…and is just the
kind of man who could heal Devon’s wounded heart.
Welcome back to Virgin River with the books that started it all… Reverend Noah Kincaid moved to Virgin River to reopen an abandoned
church he bought on eBay. Like Noah, the place is a little empty inside, but all it may need is some loving care… The young widower arrives
ready to roll up his sleeves and build a place of worship and welcome, but he needs some help. And the Lord works in mysterious ways. With
her tight shirts and short skirts, pastor’s assistant is not a phrase that springs to mind when Noah meets brassy, beautiful Alicia Baldwin. The
former exotic dancer needs a respectable job so she can regain custody of her children. And Noah can’t help but admire her spunk and
motherly determination. Noah and Alicia are an unlikely team to revitalize a church, much less build a future. The couple has so many
differences, but in Virgin River anything is possible, and happiness is never out of the question.
Shelby McIntyre usually likes a straight-laced man, so she is thrown for a loop when she begins to fall for Blackhawk pilot Luke Riordan.
Reissue.
Originally published: Don Mills, Ontario: MIRA Books, 2012.
When BJ, a newcomer to Mill Valley, enters their close-knit circle and opens up about her dark past, Gerri, Andy and Sonja come together to
help her get back on track and, in the process, make strides in their own lives, becoming stronger as individuals and unfaltering as friends.
Original.
When Connor Danson unwittingly witnesses a violent crime, he is forced to leave Sacremento and keep a low profile until the trial is over. He
arrives in the tiny mountain town of Virgin River with a chip on his shoulder and an ache in his heart. Leslie Petruso didn't want to leave her
hometown either. But she couldn't stand another minute of listening to her ex–husband tell everyone that his new wife and impending
fatherhood are the best things that ever happened to him. Virgin River may not be home, but it's a place where she can be anonymous.
Neither Connor nor Leslie are remotely interested in starting a relationship...until they meet one another. Even they can't deny they have a lot
in common – broken hearts notwithstanding. And in Virgin River, no one can stay hidden away from life and love for very long...
Recently widowed Melinda Monroe may have come to Virgin River looking for escape from her heartache, but instead she finds her home.
Reissue.

Come back to a small town on the Oregon coast, in book 4 of the beloved Thunder Point series only from New York
Times bestselling author Robyn Carr. With its breathtaking vistas and down-to-earth people, Thunder Point is the perfect
place for FBI agent Laine Carrington to recuperate from a gunshot wound and contemplate her future. The locals
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embraced Laine as one of their own after she risked her life to save a young girl from a dangerous cult. Knowing her
wounds go beyond the physical, Laine hopes she’ll fit in for a while and find her true self in a town that feels safe. She
may even learn to open her heart to others, something an undercover agent has little time to indulge. Eric Gentry is also
new to Thunder Point. Although he’s a man with a dark past, he’s determined to put down roots and get to know the
daughter he only recently discovered. When Laine and Eric meet, their attraction is obvious to everyone. But while the
law enforcement agent and the reformed criminal want to make things work, their differences may run too deep…unless
they take a chance on each other and find that deep and mysterious bond that belongs to those who choose love over
fear. Originally published in 2014
Look for Robyn’s new book, The Best of Us, a story about family, second chances and choosing to live your best
life—order your copy today! Celebrate the season in Virgin River! With snow falling over the redwood forests, secluded
Virgin River is the ideal place to spend the holidays. Each year, the close-knit community gathers in the town square to
decorate and light a massive tree. Carols are sung, hot chocolate is shared—and this year, a surprise is about to bring two
special people together. When the townfolks discover box of adorable puppies under the town’s Christmas tree, they call
on local vet Nathaniel Jensen for help. But it’s his budding romance with Annie McCarty that really has tongues—and
tails—wagging!
Rediscover this classic romance by #1 New York Times bestselling author Robyn Carr. Mike Cavanaugh is a firefighter:
he rescues people. Inviting them home isn’t usually part of the job description. But when he pulls Christine Palmer out of
her burning house, something about the gutsy single mom makes him want to protect her, to make her life a little better.
Only somehow Chris and her family end up giving Mike’s life new meaning, and he is happier than he’s been in years.
He’s ready to love again. Chris wants to get back on her own two feet—sooner rather than later. When she no longer
needs Mike’s support, will she be ready to risk her heart with him? Originally published in 1989
When Henry Cooper inherits property in Thunder Point, Oregon, the fate of the entire small town rests on whether he
decides to stay there or move on, a decision that is influenced by his growing attraction for Sarah Dupree.
Welcome back to Thunder Point! Rediscover the fan-favorite small town where newcomers are welcome and friends
become family, only from Robyn Carr, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Virgin River series. Since moving
to Thunder Point, Ginger Dysart is finally getting past her grief. Her job at the flower shop is peaceful and fulfilling, and
she’s excited to be assisting with the Lacoumette wedding. In spite of her lasting heartache, Ginger is swept up in the
pleasure of the occasion. But the beauty of the Lacoumette farm and the joy of the gregarious family are ruined by an
unfortunate, embarrassing encounter with the bride’s brother, Matt. When Matt shows up at the flower shop determined
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to make amends, what started out as a humiliating first meeting blossoms into something much deeper than either of
them expected. Everyone around them worries that Ginger will end up with a broken heart yet again. But if Ginger has
the courage to embrace the future, and if Matt can finally learn to let go of the past, there may still be hope for a happy
ending. First published in 2015.
Starting a new life as a flower-shop owner, former champion figure skater Grace Dillon begins a no-strings-attached
relationship with high school teacher Troy Headly, and when Grace's past comes back to haunt her, Troy doubles down
on their relationship and brings it to the next level.
Dr. Adam Riordan, recuperating after leaving the Navy, is intrigued by his encounter with Erin Foley, who, escaping from
the rat race, is on a journey of self-discovery—one she wants to travel alone unless he convinces her otherwise. Reissue.
Robyn Carr is a #1 New York Times bestselling author known for stories blending romance, warmth, and heartfelt charm.
In The Hero, Devon McAllister takes her daughter and flees to the tiny, coastal town of Thunder Point, Oregon. There,
she meets high school football coach Spencer Lawson, a widower focused on raising his young son. Neither of them are
looking for love, but they may be the only ones who can heal their wounded hearts.
Come back to Thunder Point! From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Virgin River series, book 3 in her
beloved Thunder Point novels, where falling in love can be the bravest act of all. In a moment of desperation, Devon
McAllister takes her daughter and flees a place where they should have been safe and secure. She has no idea what is
around the next bend, but she is pretty certain it can’t be worse than what they’ve left behind. Her plan is to escape to
somewhere she can be invisible. Instead, an unexpected offer of assistance leads her to Thunder Point, a tiny Oregon
town with a willingness to help someone in need. As the widowed father of a vulnerable young boy, Spencer Lawson
knows something about needing friendship. But he’s not looking for anything else. Instead, he’s thrown his energy into
his new role as Thunder Point’s high school football coach. Tough and demanding to his team, off the field he’s gentle
and kind…just the kind of man who could heal Devon’s wounded heart. Devon thought she wanted to hide from the world.
But in Thunder Point, you find bravery where you least expect it…and sometimes, you find a hero. Originally published in
2013
Welcome back to Thunder Point, a town in Oregon where the people look out for each other, and newcomers are
welcome to make a fresh start. Book two in the bestselling series from Robyn Carr. Single dad and Thunder Point’s
deputy sheriff “Mac” McCain has worked hard to keep his town safe and his daughter happy. Now he’s found his own
happiness with Gina James. The longtime friends have always shared the challenges and rewards of raising their
adolescent daughters. With an unexpected romance growing between them, they’re feeling like teenagers
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themselves—suddenly they can’t get enough of one another. And just when things are really taking off, their lives are
suddenly thrown into chaos. When Mac’s long-lost ex-wife shows up in town, drama takes on a whole new meaning.
Mac and Gina know they’re meant to be together, but can their newfound love withstand the pressure? With humor and
insight, #1 New York Times bestselling author Robyn Carr explores letting go of the past—and finding something worth
building a future on. Originally published in 2013
The Thunder Point series The Hero - Book 3
Look for Robyn’s new book, The Best of Us, a story about family, second chances and choosing to live your best
life—order your copy today! An exceptional storyteller, #1 New York Times bestselling author Robyn Carr beautifully
captures the emotionally charged, complex dynamics that come with being part of any family. Readers will laugh and
shed a few tears as they discover what it means to be loved, supported and accepted by the people who mean the most.
Having left the military, Dakota Jones is at a crossroads in his life. With his elder brother and youngest sister happily
settled in Sullivan’s Crossing, he shows up hoping to clear his head before moving on to his next adventure. But, like
every visitor to the Crossing, he’s immediately drawn to the down-to-earth people and the seemingly simple way of life.
Dakota is unprepared for how quickly things get complicated. As a newcomer, he is on everyone’s radar—especially the
single women in town. While he enjoys the attention at first, he’s really only attracted to the one woman who isn’t
interested. And spending quality time with his siblings is eye-opening. As he gets to know them, he also gets to know
himself and what he truly wants. When all the Jones siblings gather for a family wedding, the four adults are drawn
together for the first time in a way they never were as children. As they struggle to accept each other, warts and all, the
true nature and strength of their bond is tested. But all of them come to realize that your family are the people who see
you for who you really are and love you anyway. And for Dakota, that truth allows him to find the home and family he’s
always wanted.
Return to Virgin River with the books that started it all... Nora Crane will do what it takes to keep her family afloat. Things
are better than they’ve been for a while; still she’s barely scraping by. But she’s got two little girls to look after so she’s
willing to work hard and help out with harvesttime at the Cavanaugh orchard. Her new boss is Tom Cavanaugh. After his
time in the Marines, he’s come home to take over the family farm. Tom thinks he knows what he wants—he’s ready to
settle down with a sweet, traditional woman. Nora doesn’t seem to be the marrying kind, but he can’t keep his eyes off
her, despite his best efforts. And Nora has no intention of getting involved with anyone. She’s got enough relationship
baggage to last her a lifetime. But in Virgin River, love finds its own way, and it starts to become clear that Nora and Tom
won’t be able to stay just friends.
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Fire fighter Mike Cavanaugh lets single mother Christine Palmer and her family live with him after her house is destroyed,
while rancher Sophie Jones tries to resist her attraction to Sinclair Riker, who has come to take her land.
Sullivan's Crossing by Robyn Carr will be available Apr 5, 2016. Preorder your copy today!
MIRA brings you three full length novels in one collection! Welcome to Thunder point, a small town along the Oregon
coast with towering cliffs, a picturesque bay, and the finest people you could ever hope to meet. This box set includes:
ONE WISH (A Thunder Point Novel) By #1 New York Times bestselling author Robyn Carr Come back to Thunder Point!
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Virgin River series, book 7 in her beloved Thunder Point novels,
where second chances can be complicated, but finding love might be simple… A NEW HOPE (A Thunder Point Novel) By
#1 New York Times bestselling author Robyn Carr Come back to Thunder Point! From the #1 New York Times
bestselling author of the Virgin River series, book 8 in her beloved Thunder Point novels, where second chances can be
complicated, but finding love might be simple… WILDEST DREAMS (A Thunder Point Novel) By #1 New York Times
bestselling author Robyn Carr From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Virgin River series, Robyn Carr,
rediscover the charming coastal town of Thunder Point, where hard work and determination are all it takes to make
dreams come true Read the Thunder Point Series by Robyn Carr: Book One: The Wanderer Book Two: The Newcomer
Book Three: The Hero Book Four: The Chance Book Five: The Promise Book Six: The Homecoming Book Seven: One
Wish Book Eight: A New Hope Book Nine: Wildest Dreams
On her way to visit Virgin River with her two boys, Katie Malone is sidelined with a flat tire--until rugged biker Dylan
Childress comes to her rescue. Original. 459,000 first printing.
Saved from a Yugoslavian firing squad by his old nemesis, Brigadier Charles Ferguson, terrorist Sean Dillon agrees to
help the British government prevent the secrets from a Nazi diary from being revealed. (Adventure & Suspense)
The Thunder Point series The Hero - Book 3 With warmth and sensitivity, #1 New York Times bestselling author Robyn
Carr shows readers that falling in love can be the bravest act of all. In a moment of desperation, Devon McAllister takes
her daughter and flees a place where they should have been safe and secure. She has no idea what is around the next
bend, but she is pretty certain it can't be worse than what they've left behind. Her plan is to escape to somewhere she
can be invisible. Instead, an unexpected offer of assistance leads her to Thunder Point, a tiny Oregon town with a
willingness to help someone in need. As the widowed father of a vulnerable young boy, Spencer Lawson knows
something about needing friendship. But he's not looking for anything else. Instead, he's thrown his energy into his new
role as Thunder Point's high school football coach. Tough and demanding to his team, off the field he's gentle and
kind...just the kind of man who could heal Devon's wounded heart. Devon thought she wanted to hide from the world. But
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in Thunder Point, you find bravery where you least expect it...and sometimes, you find a hero...
In Sullivan’s Crossing, #1 New York Times bestselling author Robyn Carr has created a place where good people,
powerful emotions, great humor and a healthy dose of common sense are the key ingredients to a happy life. Sullivan’s
Crossing brings out the best in people. It’s a place you’ll want to visit again and again. Dr. Leigh Culver loves practicing
medicine in Timberlake, Colorado. It is a much-needed change of pace from her stressful life in Chicago. The only
drawback is she misses her aunt Helen, the woman who raised her. But it’s time that Leigh has her independence, and
she hopes the beauty of the Colorado wilderness will entice her aunt to visit often. Helen Culver is an independent
woman who lovingly raised her sister’s orphaned child. Now, with Leigh grown, it’s time for her to live life for herself.
The retired teacher has become a successful mystery writer who loves to travel and intends to never experience winter
again. When Helen visits Leigh, she is surprised to find her niece still needs her, especially when it comes to sorting out
her love life. But the biggest surprise comes when Leigh takes Helen out to Sullivan’s Crossing and Helen finds herself
falling for the place and one special person. Helen and Leigh will each have to decide if they can open themselves up to
love neither expected to find and seize the opportunity to live their best lives.
Marine corporal Rick Sudder is home early from Iraq—his tour ended abruptly on the battlefield. The carefree boy is gone,
replaced by a man who believes his future is as bleak as his mirror image. But can the passion and commitment of a
young woman who has never given up on him mend his broken body and shattered heart? As the people of Virgin River
rally around Rick, another recent arrival tests the tightly knit mountain town's famous welcoming spirit. Dan Brady has a
questionable past, and he's looking for a place to start over. He'd like it to be Virgin River…if he can find a way in. But he
never expects to find it in the arms of a woman who was as much an outcast as himself. For a favorite son returned from
war and an outsider looking for a home, Virgin River offers them a chance to make peace with the men they once
were…and to find the dreams they thought they'd lost.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Robyn Carr returns to the beloved town of Virgin River with a brand-new story
about fresh starts and new friends. Now a Netflix Original Series! Kaylee Sloan’s home in Southern California is full of
wonderful memories of the woman who raised her. But the memories are prolonging her grief over her mother’s recent
death. A successful author, Kaylee hoped she could pour herself into her work. Instead she has terrible writer’s block
and a looming deadline. Determined to escape distractions and avoid the holiday season, Kaylee borrows a cabin in
Virgin River. She knows the isolation will help her writing, and as she drives north through the mountains and the
majestic redwoods, she immediately feels inspired. Until she arrives at a building that has just gone up in flames.
Devastated, she heads to Jack’s Bar to plan her next steps. The local watering hole is the heart of the town, and once
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she crosses the threshold, she’s surprised to be embraced by people who are more than willing to help a friend—or a
stranger—in need. Kaylee’s world is expanding in ways she never dreamed possible. And when she rescues a kitten
followed by a dog with a litter of puppies, she finds her heart opening up to the animals who need her. And then there’s
the dog trainer who knows exactly how to help her. As the holidays approach, Kaylee’s dread turns to wonder. Because
there’s no better place to spend Christmas than Virgin River.
IN LOVE AND WAR, SOME OATHS ARE MEANT TO BE BROKEN... Riding into the arena under the furling blazon of
the blue falcon, Sir Conan de Corbney accepts a token from the young beauty, Lady Chandra, sparking a romance
foretold long ago. That is, unless Conan's mother can help it. Colluding with her son's rival, Sir Tedric, Lady Udele
secretly arranges a more lucrative marriage for her son and weds him to Edwina--Chandra's older sister--while Sir Tedric
claims the fiery Chandra for himself. Thus begins the star-crossed lovers' quest, amidst treachery and betrayal, for the
path back to each other's arms. When a knight is pledged twice, once for loyalty and once for love, which oath will prove
stronger? From private chambers to the distant bloodstained shores of the Crusades under King Richard's reign, THE
BLUE FALCON is a timeless tale of adventure, treachery, and above all, an unforgettable love story. Robyn Carr is the
#1 New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of The Virgin River Series and The Thunder Point Series.
PRAISE FOR ROBYN CARR'S HISTORICALS: "She has done it again. Robyn Carr is absolutely marvelous." -Danielle
Steel "Adventure, danger, derring-do, as well as doings at the glittering anything-goes court of Charles II...Carr tells an
entertaining yarn." -Publishers Weekly "A fast, gripping story...The reading public can anticipate good books from an
imaginative new author." -Best Sellers
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